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The Kawasaki Spirit 
that Extends Beyond 
National Borders: 
Manufacturing Advances in the U.S.



7000-Series subway cars being 
manufactured at the Lincoln Plant for 
the Washington Metropolitan Area 
Transit Authority (WMATA) in the U.S. 
See Special Feature for details.
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Kawasaki Motors Manufacturing Corp., U.S.A. (KMM) serves as the manufacturing base for Kawasaki in the U.S. and has at the same 

time been leading our push toward globalization. At this manufacturing site that operates on the basis of Kawasaki's original production

system, you will discover an extraordinary fusion of Japan-U.S. approaches to manufacturing.

About the Cover

Techno Box

Interviews with Today's Pioneers

Hironobu Tsujiguchi
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Production line for MULE utility vehicles at the 
KMM Lincoln Plant . You can see the ver tical 
movement of the work station, achieved by using 
an air lift. There is an identical work space on the 
other side of the production line, too, and wheels 
are attached there.

Manufacturing Advances in the U.S.

The Kawasaki Spirit
that Extends Beyond 
National Borders:

Material Handling Systems

Stacker-Reclaimer 

The Kawasaki Spirit that 
Extends Beyond Nati onal Borders:
Manufacturing Advances in the U.S.
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　With about 2,000 people working there, 

including temporary employees, the Lincoln 

Plant is the largest manufacturing entity in 

Nebraska. There are also about 1,100 

people working at the Maryville Plant. You 

can understand the signi�cance of the 

workforce size if you consider that the 

population of Lincoln is about 280,000, 

and Maryville about 12,000.

　According to Mike Boyle, Senior Vice 

President and COO of KMM, "Kawasaki 

and KMM have gained deep respect from 

the community. This is because we are not 

only creating employment, but also bring-

ing signi�cant economic bene�ts as a 

result of our trading with 250 local compa-

nies in areas such as parts manufacturing. 

There are other contributions that cannot 

be described in �gures, such as technical 

education of employees and support for 

the Japanese library 'Kawasaki Reading 

Room' at the local University of Nebraska. 

There is nobody in Nebraska who does 

not know the name 'Kawasaki.'"

　KMM was the �rst among Japanese two- 

and four-wheel vehicle manufacturers to 

Located at the center of the U.S. is Lincoln, 

Nebraska. As you approach the airport 

runway from the northwest, on the left 

you catch sight of a completed rail car and 

a huge building emblazoned in red with 

"Kawasaki." This is the KMM Lincoln Plant.

　KMM was established in 1974 as the 

manufacturing division for Kawasaki's mo-

torcycle business in the U.S., and became 

independent in 1981, adopting the name 

KMM. In 1989, the Maryville Plant was 

established as a branch in Missouri, which 

is about 210 km away.

　Motorcycle manufacturing in KMM 

was stopped in 2006, and currently four 

kinds of business are carried out: (1) the 

"consumer products business," in which 

recreation utility vehicles, utility vehicles, 

etc., are manufactured; (2) the "rail car 

business," in which subway and com-

muter rail cars for public transportation 

systems for U.S. east coast metropolitan 

areas are manufactured; (3) the "aircraft 

business," in which cargo doors for Boeing's 

next �agship civil aircraft, the 777X, are 

manufactured; and (4) the "general pur-

pose engine business" of the Maryville 

Plant, in which engines for lawn mowers, 

etc., are manufactured.

start production in the U.S., and as a pio-

neer, has introduced and fostered the 

Japanese manufacturing culture. At the 

same time, as a result of its production 

scale, KMM has led Kawasaki's push 

toward global manufacturing.

As you can see in products such as rec-

reation utility vehicles, utility vehicles, 

personal watercraft, rail cars, and general 

purpose engines, KMM has promoted 

manufacturing by Americans of products 

that have a large market in the U.S. In the 

43 years of history since its establishment, 

KMM has witnessed a number of historic 

moments in its development, such as the 

establishment of the Maryville Plant, the 

passing of the 30-year mark since the pro-

duction start-up of MULE utility vehicles, 

the shipment of 2,000 rail cars, and the 

establishment of a consumer products 

R&D base in the U.S. All of these moments 

have been driven by Kawasaki's power 

of manufacturing.

　KMM has a signi�cant characteristic – 

that manufacturing divisions of different 

Kawasaki companies coexist within the 

same plant. Consumer products and general 

purpose engines are part of the Motor-

cycle and Engine Company, rail cars are part 

of the Rolling Stock Company, and cargo 

doors for aircraft are part of the Aerospace 

Systems Company. By overcoming cultural 

differences among the companies and opti-

mizing manufacturing techniques for 

each of the four businesses, KMM 

achieves maximum manufacturing syn-

ergy by selecting the best from each. This 

idea is shared as the mission of KMM. 

　Richard Small, manager of the Produc-

tion Department, Consumer Products Divi-

sion, notes that KMM has a policy that 

allows employees to transfer between 

divisions to gain multiple skills and knowl-

edge that bene�t both employee and 

KMM, and says, “The people of Nebraska 

are honest and hardworking. The integra-

tion of these characteristics together with 

Kawasaki's management guidance creates

a 'can-do’ attitude. The KMM management 

staff have learned and embraced Kawasaki’s 

original production system, KPS (Kawasaki 

Production System).” 

　KPS is a system originally developed by 

Kawasaki on the basis of Toyota Motor 

Corporation's "Toyota Production System." 

Its universal iron rule is "thorough elimina-

tion of waste."

　In fact, KMM was forced into a period of 

unpro�tability immediately after becom-

ing independent, as a result of being 

drawn into an underselling battle caused 

by other motorcycles companies. The 

system that brought the company back to 

life from this adversity was KPS, which 

was introduced at the same time that 

KMM became independent. Delton 

Stauffer, manager of the Production 

Department, Rail Car Division, who joined 

the company in 1984, three years after 

KMM became independent, looked back 

on that time and said, “Senior colleagues 

told us that, ‘If you work with KPS, you will 

de�nitely see the bene�ts.’ In fact, I, too, 

received a thorough grounding in KPS.”

　“For example, manufacturing people are 

trained to improve quality, and that is 

done by thoroughly implementing 5S 

(sorting, straightening or setting in order, 

shining, standardizing, and sustaining). 

Richard Small
Manager, Production Department 
Consumer Products Division, KMM

Among Japanese 
manufacturers, Kawasaki 
was the pioneer in the U.S.

KPS: the driving force 
that worked to overcome 
tough times
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MULE production line. Although KMM employees (in blue uniforms) form the core of the production 
team, a variety of people, such as temporary employees, are also a vital part of the team.

The KMM Head Of�ce and Lincoln Plant. They are located at the very center of the U.S.

A variety of products are 
manufactured as part of 
the Lincoln Plant's 
consumer products 
business. While jet skies 
(upper left) and RUVs 
(lower left) are products 
unique to the U.S., the 
plant also provides wheels 
for four-wheel vehicles to 
competing companies 
(upper right), 
corroborating its leading 
standing in the market.

The thing that was emphasized the most 

was that everything starts with cleanli-

ness! Cleanliness is the �rst step to order, 

order builds quality, and quality produces 

great products! Thoroughly implementing 

the 5S makes it possible to see that reality 

at the manufacturing site. 5S enables you 

to see waste and what should be improved. 

When I started using this simple system to 

eliminate non-value-added activities, I 

came to realize we should make everyone 

share this common awareness with 

regards to the various sorts of situations 

and statuses we have in our plant, such as 

where to place things and how standard-

ized work should be carried out. Now, I 

cannot imagine KMM without KPS."

United States
of America

Lincoln, Nebraska

Maryville, Missouri
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　With about 2,000 people working there, 

including temporary employees, the Lincoln 

Plant is the largest manufacturing entity in 

Nebraska. There are also about 1,100 

people working at the Maryville Plant. You 

can understand the signi�cance of the 

workforce size if you consider that the 

population of Lincoln is about 280,000, 

and Maryville about 12,000.

　According to Mike Boyle, Senior Vice 

President and COO of KMM, "Kawasaki 

and KMM have gained deep respect from 

the community. This is because we are not 

only creating employment, but also bring-

ing signi�cant economic bene�ts as a 

result of our trading with 250 local compa-

nies in areas such as parts manufacturing. 

There are other contributions that cannot 

be described in �gures, such as technical 

education of employees and support for 

the Japanese library 'Kawasaki Reading 

Room' at the local University of Nebraska. 

There is nobody in Nebraska who does 

not know the name 'Kawasaki.'"

　KMM was the �rst among Japanese two- 

and four-wheel vehicle manufacturers to 

Located at the center of the U.S. is Lincoln, 

Nebraska. As you approach the airport 

runway from the northwest, on the left 

you catch sight of a completed rail car and 

a huge building emblazoned in red with 

"Kawasaki." This is the KMM Lincoln Plant.

　KMM was established in 1974 as the 

manufacturing division for Kawasaki's mo-

torcycle business in the U.S., and became 

independent in 1981, adopting the name 

KMM. In 1989, the Maryville Plant was 

established as a branch in Missouri, which 

is about 210 km away.

　Motorcycle manufacturing in KMM 

was stopped in 2006, and currently four 

kinds of business are carried out: (1) the 

"consumer products business," in which 

recreation utility vehicles, utility vehicles, 

etc., are manufactured; (2) the "rail car 

business," in which subway and com-

muter rail cars for public transportation 

systems for U.S. east coast metropolitan 

areas are manufactured; (3) the "aircraft 

business," in which cargo doors for Boeing's 

next �agship civil aircraft, the 777X, are 

manufactured; and (4) the "general pur-

pose engine business" of the Maryville 

Plant, in which engines for lawn mowers, 

etc., are manufactured.

manager of the Maintenance/Facilities & 

Lean Department, General Purpose Engine 

Division, says, "We are focusing on our 

improvement activities and this allows our 

employees to get more involved in making 

their job easier. We also have taken initia-

tives to standardize the work and improve 

Process Control, by de�ning the critical fea-

tures and control points of each process. 

This will help reduce waste, eliminate 

errors, and solve problems one by one. For 

example, if you use the same standard to 

set up Machine Cutting Tools, it will be 

easier for the operator to understand and 

control similar processes, and there will be 

no need to control the differences of each

type of cutting tool. This simple way of 

thinking, "elimination of waste," is versatile, 

and on the basis of this idea, we are pro-

moting quality and cost improvements, by 

training people to understand the function 

of each process characteristic."

　COO Mike Boyle re�ects on how KPS has 

established its position as the foundation 

of manufacturing at KMM: "In Japan, 

people are more concerned about how to 

improve the negatives, but at KMM, we 

focus more on the positives and make full 

use of it to solve negatives, so as to keep 

the motivation high. KPS at KMM has 

developed to �t the American culture."
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Scott McGinness
Manager, Maintenance/Facilities &
Lean Department
General Purpose Engine Division, KMMDelton Stauffer

Manager, Production Department 
Rail Car Division, KMM

KMM 鉄道車両部門 
デルトン・スタウファー製造部マネジャー　

At the manufacturing site, diversity is being 
promoted, such as the active involvement of 
female leaders.

Our rail car plant, with a total length of 450 m. Because the plant has a smooth, �at �oor with no �xed rails, it is    possible to structure a �exible production system.

People with knowledge of the time when 

KPS was introduced recount how volun-

teers formed improvement teams and 

started to get to work at the manufacturing 

sites. The key was found in the improvement 

proposals that came from the manufac-

turing sites. At �rst, there was confusion 

and people asked, "Why KPS?" but as the 

improvements took shape, the work 

became more accurate, and product qual-

ity improved. Recognition of this fact was 

the driving force behind the proposals.

　For example, in the manufacturing line 

for utility vehicles, the products are con-

veyed down the line via a work station 

incorporating a lift mechanism, which goes 

up and down in coordination with changes 

in the operator's working posture. When 

the distance the lift is moved up/down and 

its position relative to the jigs are appropri-

ate, there is less strain (waste) placed on 

the body and the work is carried out cor-

rectly, insuring quality. In other words, 

quality can be created by the manufactur-

ing line. These improvements were made 

by the operators themselves.

　Using material cards and identifying

labels attached to parts in storage to check 

　The ef�ciency of supplying parts to 

manufacturing lines has improved, making 

it possible to reduce parts stocked beside 

the lines. Because there are no unneces-

sary parts, the areas around the lines have 

become safer, and it has also become pos-

sible to respond more �exibly to mixed 

production, in which different products are 

manufactured on the same line, and to 

single-piece �ow production. It is said that 

now, only half the space is necessary for 

the parts stocked in the warehouse. 

　Every year at KMM, many people who 

need it participate in strati�ed KPS training 

and apply it in their manufacturing sites to 

carry out improvement projects in each 

business division. Three hundred projects 

are implemented annually, achieving con-

stant cost reduction.

　In the Maryville Plant, initiatives in order 

to complete 250 improvement items are 

being carried out themed around the con-

cept of "Aiming for 250." Scott McGinness, The Maryville Plant's general purpose engine line. Improvement report meeting at the Maryville Plant.

whether the supplied part is what should 

be used for the work is a method for pre-

venting errors from being fed into the next 

stage of the process. The tag style was 

digitized in the "Kanban system," the 

system whereby the necessary quantity of 

the necessary parts is taken from the pre-

ceding stage of the process so that that 

preceding stage does not produce too 

many unnecessary parts.

　Recently, a parts supply system called 

"Warehouse Management System” (WMS) 

has been under construction. By switch-

ing to a system whereby computers are 

used to trace parts from business part-

ners to the warehouse stock location to 

the manufacturing lines, processes have 

been shortened. Furthermore, by chang-

ing the storage space for received parts 

from a �xed to a non-�xed style, empty 

spaces for parts that are not frequently 

used can be reduced.

Creating quality 
from the bottom-up

Scope  115



From 
the Project Team

Mike Boyle
Senior Vice President and COO
Kawasaki Motors Manufacturing Corp., U.S.A.
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　With about 2,000 people working there, 

including temporary employees, the Lincoln 

Plant is the largest manufacturing entity in 

Nebraska. There are also about 1,100 

people working at the Maryville Plant. You 

can understand the signi�cance of the 

workforce size if you consider that the 

population of Lincoln is about 280,000, 

and Maryville about 12,000.

　According to Mike Boyle, Senior Vice 

President and COO of KMM, "Kawasaki 

and KMM have gained deep respect from 

the community. This is because we are not 

only creating employment, but also bring-

ing signi�cant economic bene�ts as a 

result of our trading with 250 local compa-

nies in areas such as parts manufacturing. 

There are other contributions that cannot 

be described in �gures, such as technical 

education of employees and support for 

the Japanese library 'Kawasaki Reading 

Room' at the local University of Nebraska. 

There is nobody in Nebraska who does 

not know the name 'Kawasaki.'"

　KMM was the �rst among Japanese two- 

and four-wheel vehicle manufacturers to 

Located at the center of the U.S. is Lincoln, 

Nebraska. As you approach the airport 

runway from the northwest, on the left 

you catch sight of a completed rail car and 

a huge building emblazoned in red with 

"Kawasaki." This is the KMM Lincoln Plant.

　KMM was established in 1974 as the 

manufacturing division for Kawasaki's mo-

torcycle business in the U.S., and became 

independent in 1981, adopting the name 

KMM. In 1989, the Maryville Plant was 

established as a branch in Missouri, which 

is about 210 km away.

　Motorcycle manufacturing in KMM 

was stopped in 2006, and currently four 

kinds of business are carried out: (1) the 

"consumer products business," in which 

recreation utility vehicles, utility vehicles, 

etc., are manufactured; (2) the "rail car 

business," in which subway and com-

muter rail cars for public transportation 

systems for U.S. east coast metropolitan 

areas are manufactured; (3) the "aircraft 

business," in which cargo doors for Boeing's 

next �agship civil aircraft, the 777X, are 

manufactured; and (4) the "general pur-

pose engine business" of the Maryville 

Plant, in which engines for lawn mowers, 

etc., are manufactured.

Because KPS is being upgraded and opti-

mized throughout the workplace at KMM, 

the latest KPS techniques are deployed here.

　For example, in the rail car division plant, 

the vast plant �oor with a total length of 

450 m is made entirely of smooth con-

crete; there are no rails for moving the 

vehicles. Vehicles are conveyed on a cush-

ion of compressed air on air pallets in a 

U-shape line. With this arrangement, it is 

possible to �exibly change the line layout, 

making it possible to structure a highly 

ef�cient, �exible manufacturing system 

that can cope with manufacturing a variety 

of vehicles with differing work loads. Also, 

the sequence can be changed easily, even 

when a situation arises where pilot vehicles 

are assembled prior to mass production. 

Furthermore, on both sides of the straight 

car body manufacturing line that starts 

with underframe fabrication, there are par-

allel subassembly lines for fabricating 

structures such as sides, roofs, and end
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Matt Huber
Assistant Manager, Engineering Department
Aerospace Division, KMM

Achieving Highly Competitive Manufacturing that Integrates 
the Cultures of Japan and the U.S.
As the COO of KMM, I am involved in the daily running of 

the business with our Japanese President. With regard to 

management, I focus on three things.

　The �rst is to clarify the goals in a variety of areas such as 

performance and production results, by reconciling Kawasaki 

and customer requirements, and developing the pathways to 

achieve these goals.

　The second is the improvement of employee skills. The 

products that we manufacture and the processes required 

have become more and more advanced and complicated. In 

order to deal with them, you need high-level technical skills 

and it is one of my major responsibilities to develop a plan to 

improve employees' technical skills and to put it into practice.

　The third point is to maximize the synergy between the 

four kinds of businesses that KMM owns. To achieve this, 

we have to �nd practical examples and techniques that we 

can use from across the whole Kawasaki Group. In any 

case, we have to share what we learn by overcoming the 

barriers between businesses.

　KPS was a truly innovative method for KMM. We intro-

duced KPS and were able to deliver good results. Because 

of this, we were able to gain employees' con�dence and 

spread the method throughout. In other words, KPS has 

become a consistent core for collaboration among workers 

at KMM and the basis of their way of thinking. It has 

enhanced their motivation for skill development and is 

actually leading to skill improvement. There is nobody who 

doesn't grasp the vast, deep meaning behind the simple 

idea, "thorough elimination of waste."

　At KMM, Japanese attention to detail and willingness to 

persevere with the necessary training are integrated with 

American creativity and ingenuity. 

　We go about our business in the "right way": we are 

honest and open, and we treat our employees and people 

in society with respect and dignity. I feel great responsibil-

ity and at the same time a huge sense of pride for such 

feelings of respect that are addressed to KMM.

In the manufacture of cargo doors for the Boeing 777X, Kawasaki's painting robot also plays a vital role (left). 
The use of automatic riveters in combination with manual operations is being explored to achieve more ef�cient manufacturing (right two photos).

structures, in order to synchronize the 

manufacturing. Depending on the progress 

of the work, operators can support work 

that is behind, so that the manufacturing 

speed can be normalized.

　The establishment of our aircraft compo-

nents manufacturing line in the U.S. － the 

�rst among Japanese manufacturers － is 

also the result of the accumulation of KPS 

practices; the work space was created by 

WMS. This line manufactures the cargo door 

for Boeing’s 777X, and pro�ciency training is 

currently being carried out, in preparation for 

the �rst shipment. All twelve employees 

were selected through open recruitment 

from other divisions in KMM.

　Matt Huber, assistant manager of the Engi-

neering Department, Aerospace Division, 

emphasizes that, "There is nothing more chal-

lenging than this. We are endeavoring to 

achieve a kind of production engineering that 

no one has ever accomplished before, even 

at the Gifu Works, which is the center of our 

aircraft business. When manufacturing 

aircraft components, we have to achieve pre-

cision to a few micrometers, by repeating 

work on the same part many times over. 

In order to achieve this, we try to divide a

process into small sections as far as possible, 

clarify the quality requirements that should 

be achieved, and eliminate unnecessary 

movement. In any case, since the operators 

are a team who have learned Kawasaki's 

manufacturing techniques through KPS and 

have grown together, and since the organiza-

tion is geared toward achieving success, we 

will succeed."

　KMM: a company that embodies Kawasaki’s 

manufacturing ethos. Its potential to grow 

is limitless.

“MULE” and “JET SKI” are trademarks of Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd.

Starting aircraft component 
production in the U.S.: 
the �rst among 
Japanese manufacturers
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One mission of a material handling system is to stack coal, iron ore, 

fertilizer, and other bulk materials in piles, or to reclaim and move 

them from storage to another location. The operation of building a pile 

is called “stacking,” and removing and relocating operations are called 

“reclaiming.” Stackers and reclaimers are specialized for their respec-

tive operations, but a stacker-reclaimer is capable of handling both.

   This system is indispensable at ironworks, power plants, ports, 

and mines. Kawasaki has been developing stackers, reclaimers, as 

well as stacker-reclaimers, based on its technologies for gantry 

cranes which load containers to ships and for ship loaders that load 

bulk materials onto ships.

   A system of the size shown upper right is capable of stacking 2,000 

tons of materials per hour, but there are also models with a 5,000 

tons per hour capacity. These 5,000-ton models require conveyor 

belts that are nearly two meters wide. Since installation sites for these 

systems differ in size, and have varied workload and speed require-

ments, they are all made-to-order.

   There are only a few companies in Japan that are capable of 

manufacturing such devices, including Kawasaki, and therefore 

our material handling business carries a socially important 

responsibility. This also suggests that manufacturers which 

failed to meet the daunting requirements of customers have 

already dropped out of the competition. Because this system 

should last for at least 30 years, manufacturers must have 

sophisticated design and development expertise, including selec-

tion of the correct parts and accessories.

   This is a system that operates behind the scenes, but is packed with 

technologies that only a comprehensive manufacturer like Kawasaki 

can offer. 

Commentary by

Atsuo Ohki 
Senior Staff Of�cer (left)

Takeshi Kamono  

Section 1, Materials Handling Department
Industrial Plant Engineering Division
Plant & Infrastructure Company
Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd.

Assistant Manager (right)

Stacker-Reclaimer 
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Material Handling Systems

This system is electrically-powered. The power 
source is centrally located in between the two rails 
on which the equipment travels. When it moves 
forward or backward, the electric cable alternately 
stretches out or rolls up. An electrical room is in 
place to control the motors for moving and slewing 
operations, and to control the winch.

The tripper conveys materials brought 
from another location up to the boom for 
stacking. Some trippers are equipped 
with derricks to raise/lower them. 

There are two ways to keep the boom in 
place and to raise/lower it: one is to suspend 
the boom with a rope and move it using an 
electric winch; and another is to install a 
luf�ng cylinder at the base of the boom. 
To control the boom’s movement, a 
huge counterweight is installed. 
The counterweight (a 
concrete-�lled can) 
weighs 100 tons.

Material �ows by way of the boom－the “main 
street” of the system－for stacking and reclaiming. 
The conveyor inside the square framework travels 
in a loop in order to transport material. For 
reclaiming, the system drops material from the 
center of the portal onto the conveyor that runs on 
the ground between two rails.

In reclaiming operations, the bucket 
disposed at the boom end digs up 
material and drops it onto a slanted 
board (“chute”) designed for material 
to slide down to the conveyor. In 
this system, eight buckets are 
attached to a wheel six meters in 
diameter. In a single rotation, the 
bucket wheel is estimated to dig up 
two tons of material.

The equipment rests on 
24 motorized wheels 
(two sets of six wheels 
on both sides). Some 
larger models have 
108 wheels. 

Boom

Bucket wheel and chute

Wheels

Electric cable and 
electrical room 

Traveling rail

Portal and tower

Tripper

Counterweight and winch
A cylinder located at the lower 
part of the equipment is called 
the “portal.” It holds the entire 
unit and serves as the “pivot.”
The portal has two motors that 
allow it to swing the boom in 
an arc of ±145°. The tower on 
top of the portal serves as an 
axis to maintain balance among 
the components of the system. 
The winch and the operation 
room are on the tower.

System for Stacking and 
Reclaiming Bulk Materials

The boom
swings in a left/right

arc of ±145°, with
an upward/downward

range of ±15°

A rugged
system 

that lasts
30 years

Moves large
volumes of
material in

a short time

Portal

Kawasaki’s Superior Technology
Manpower-Saving 
Automated Equipment
Kawasaki has realized automated operations to save manpower involved in stack-
ing and reclaiming. Accurate detection of pile edges during reclaiming operations to 
enable the equipment to operate in response to its changes is key technology for 
automating operations. Using ultrasonic sensors, Kawasaki developed a technology 
for detecting pile edges, and moreover, for determining the location where reclaim-
ing should begin.

1 2

3 4

L a n d i n g

B e n c h  c h a n g e

S l e w i n g

Slew limit

Slew limit

Area to be reclaimed

Moves backward and lowers 
(or raises) the boom.
Moves forward and lowers 
the bucket wheel onto the stockpile.

Reclaiming 
by slewing

I n c h i n g

Inching 
forward

Area previously 
reclaimedArea to be 

reclaimed next

Bucket wheel reclaimer’s auto-reclaiming process

Kawasaki’s Superior Technology
Meeting Diverse Customer Needs with 
Conveyance Systems Underpinned by 
Outstanding Developmental Capabilities Kawasaki has been developing a vast array of 

conveyance equipment in addition to stackers, 
reclaimers, and stacker-reclaimers that offer 
features of both. There is also a scraper-reclaimer 
which reclaims material from a pile using scrap-
ers mounted on a circulating conveyor, and a 
twin-boom type (upper left photo) which works 
even more ef�ciently by having two booms with 
scrapers. Kawasaki’s product portfolio also 
includes a ship loader (right photo) that loads 
bulk materials via conveyor onto a carrier ship, 
and a spreader (lower left photo) which reclaims 
vast areas by spreading sand.
　Kawasaki has delivered a total of more 
than 200 large-scale material handling sys-
tems to date.

Twin-boom reclaimer

Ship loader

Spreader

A stacker-reclaimer manufactured for 
a large steelmaker
・ Reclaiming capacity: 700 tons per hour
・ Stacking capacity: 2,000 tons per hour
・ Length: 70 m (of which the boom accounts for 40 m)

Fully made-to-
order to

accommodate
any need



Bringing to the World the “Sweets” 
that Evolved to Be Part of Japanese Culture

Hironobu 
Tsujiguchi
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Born in 1967 in Ishikawa Prefecture into the second 
generation of a family of Japanese sweets-makers. As a 
pâtissier and chocolatier, he incorporated Japanese 
ingredients and traditional culture in his creations, 
resulting in the launch of 13 brands, each founded on a 
different concept. As representative director of the 
Japan Sweets Association, he devised the “Sweets 
Concierge” certi�cate system, and is involved in many 
different activities to promote sweets as part of Japan’s 
cultural heritage. He also serves as a visiting professor at 
SANNO Institute of Management, is a part-time 
instructor at Kanazawa University, and is the director of 
SuperSweets Academy. He is a tourism ambassador for 
Ishikawa Prefecture and Mie Prefecture.

2017 marked a year of great achievement 

for Tsujiguchi. He was awarded the Tablette 

d'Or (Gold Tablet) prize of the Club des 

Croqueurs de Chocolat (C.C.C.) for the �fth 

consecutive year, and also won the same 

competition’s Award de l'Excellence (Award 

of Excellence) for foreign chocolatier. Ever 

since he became the youngest winner of the 

Coupe du Monde de la Pâtisserie (the “World 

Cup” of pastry chefs) 20 years ago in 1997, 

at age 29, various recognitions have come 

his way. Having been dubbed an “award 

sweeper,” Tsujiguchi continues to impress us 

by exhibiting an exuberant creativity that 

goes far beyond culinary competitions.

   Speaking of his career, he comments, 

“Encountering people from different 

countries through the winning of many 

awards convinced me that what I was 

aspiring to achieve was not merely to 

become a winner of different awards, but to 

be a presenter of Japan’s unique culture and 

distinguishing characteristics, rather than 

merely mimicking France’s culinary culture.”

　Tsujiguchi’s endeavor to highlight Japanese 

cuisine, however, had an additional effect: it 

challenged the conventional culinary 

approaches of Japanese chefs. His “Hakko 

No Mariage (“Marriage of Fermentations”)” is 

a fusion of various fermented foods from 

Japan and other countries; “DNA Chocolate” 

contains glutamic acid, which is extracted 

from kombu seaweed but is also a component 

of mother’s milk; and he utilizes rice powder 

so �nely-ground that its particles can �t 

between two lines of a �ngerprint－just to 

name a few. 

   Tsujiguchi’s ingenuity has given birth to 

completely new ingredients, rather than 

merely new applications for what already 

existed in Japan. In addition to his use of 

local ingredients, he invented “Caferine”－
edible and palatable coffee beans, which 

immensely impressed René Redzepi, chef of 

“Noma” in Copenhagen, one of the most 

highly-acclaimed restaurants in the world, 

who was quoted as saying, “THIS is a SPICE!” 

Today, Tsujiguchi is more than a presenter of 

Japanese cuisine or a world-renowned 

pâtissier/chocolatier; he is becoming an 

explorer of food’s new frontier and potential. 

   Tsujiguchi comments, “San Sebastián in 

Spain is a city with a population of only 

180,000, and yet it is home to restaurants 

which boast a combined total of 17 Michelin 

stars. This achievement is attributable to 11 

local chefs who were willing to share their 

recipes with each other, learn from each other, 

and spread the recipes around, which resulted 

in San Sebastián’s current stature as a 

gastronomic city. The number of inbound 

tourists to Japan is said to have reached 20 

million recently, and is expected to increase to 

60 million in the future. My vision is that local 

communities would communicate Japanese 

food culture clearly and in an accessible 

manner to these visitors, and that the whole 

country would become a San Sebastián.”

Today, Tsujiguchi is a successful owner of 

13 brands, including Mont St. Clair with its 

�agship store in Tokyo. His initial years, 

however, were unpromising.

　“My family went bankrupt when I was 18, 

and my father disappeared,” recalls Tsujiguchi.  

“Because I didn’t have money, I couldn’t go to a 

vocational school, and my apprenticeship 

years are full of sour memories. When I 

needed guidance, there was no father to turn 

to, but these circumstances compelled me to 

become an 18-year-old who thought hard 

about how a breakthrough could be brought 

about in his life.” 

　Because he underwent hard times himself, 

he pours out his love on his apprentices. 

Tsujiguchi connects those who want to start 

their own businesses with people who can 

support them, and he allows his staff to 

study in France to improve their culinary 

skills. They work only �ve days a week, and 

Going beyond presenting 
Japan’s gastronomic culture 
to the world

The art of sweets-making is 
the epitome of life

their jobs come with social and health 

insurance, bene�ts that are not commonly 

found in the confectionery sector.

　“I was helped by people who gave me 

opportunities to grow, and without them, I 

would have failed to become what I am today, 

considering the fact that, back then, I didn’t 

even have a home to go back to. So, in my 

opinion, it is better to take apprentices as 

someone you share your success with, rather 

than as rivals. Because life is too short.”

　His philosophy and personality have culmi-

nated in what Tsujiguchi calls “Sweets-Iku” 

(personnel development through sweets-making). 

It is an educational method for parents and 

children that Tsujiguchi has been advocating. 

　“The art of sweets-making is the epitome of 

life. Sweets-making requires the setting of 

priorities, and unless the proper procedures 

are followed, nothing tasty comes out. I want 

to tell children that life is full of circumstances 

where setting right priorities and using the 

right procedures can make a big difference. 

You have to prepare something well, complete 

it ef�ciently, present it to somebody, and make 

that person happy. Children can experience a 

sense of achievement after taking the right 

steps. When they face a dif�cult situation, such 

memories can uphold them. Sweets should be 

viewed as part of Japanese culture, and my 

vision is that by introducing Sweets-Iku into 

elementary school education, children’s minds 

would be richly developed.”

Hironobu Tsujiguchi

Today's 
 withInterviews

Pioneers Hironobu Tsujiguchi has been a holder of top titles in the world of 

confectionery as a pâtissier and chocolatier. His over�owing creativity has 

allowed him to launch 13 confectionery brands, and is now evolving 

beyond the boundaries of sweets-making with his visions for empowering 

communities and nurturing children. 

Of�cial website: 
https://www.super-sweets.co.jp/
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* AUV Technology Development for Marine Facility Maintenance and 
Improvements Project (FY 2013–17), a development-support subsidization project 
undertaken by MLIT to promote and facilitate the cultivation of technologies used 
in marine resource development efforts.
** Theoretical formulas to enable the AUV to make judgments/decisions while 
estimating close-proximity underwater pipeline locations using multiple sensors.

Tacking robot (robot for frame tacking)

Drilling robot (large-bore drilling robot)

Per Vegard Nerseth, Managing Director of ABB’s Robotics 
business (right) and Yasuhiko Hashimoto, Managing Executive 
Of�cer and the then General Manager of the Kawasaki Robot 
Division (left).

* Kawasaki Production System (KPS)
Based on the Just-In-Time system, the KPS uses 
Kawasaki's proprietary logical production 
management techniques, which were developed and 
proved effective in-house by being applied on 
production lines. The system can be implemented in 
any production line, regardless of whether it is a 
mass-production or make-to-order production line.

Kawasaki successfully completed a veri�ca-

tion test for an autonomous underwater 

vehicle (AUV) in UK waters last November.

　With a focus on the growing demand 

for pipeline maintenance in the offshore 

oil and gas �elds, Kawasaki has been 

developing leading-edge component tech-

nologies of AUVs utilizing sophisticated 

underwater vehicle technologies fostered 

in-house over the years, with support 

from a subsidization project by the Minis-

try of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and 

Tourism (MLIT).*

　An AUV is capable of autonomously 

assessing and acting according to its sur-

rounding conditions and circumstances 

while carrying out preassigned missions, 

which stands in contrast to the more 

widely used remotely operated vehicle 

(ROV), which needs a tether cable for its 

operations. As a result, 

AUVs can be operated 

without dedicated 

o p e ra to r s  o n  t h e  

mother ship or special 

onboard equipment. 

Furthermore, tasks 

such as charging and transferring collected 

inspection data to the mother ship can be 

carried out while the AUV is underwater, 

which enables longer deployment time and 

reduces the frequency of launching and 

recovery work. These are expected to 

reduce the burden of the ship crew, offer 

greater safety, and reduce maintenance-

related costs. 

　Kawasaki plans to pursue full-scale devel-

opment of a pipeline-inspection AUV which 

utilizes the automated docking and other 

component technologies tested in Scotland, 

as well as control algorithms** being developed 

in cooperation with the UK's Heriot-Watt 

University, with the aim of commercializing 

the AUV by the end of FY 2020.

In November 2017, ABB and Kawasaki, two 

global industrial automation and robot sup-

pliers, announced that the companies will 

join forces to share knowledge and promote 

the bene�ts of collaborative robots, in 

particular those with dual arm designs. This 

agreement took immediate effect. 

　Under the new cooperation, which is 

the world’s �rst to focus on ‘cobots,’ both 

robot makers will continue indepen-

dently manufacturing and marketing their 

own offerings while working together on 

joint technical and awareness opportuni-

ties. This includes educating policy 

makers, NGOs and the general public 

about the bene�ts of collaborative auto-

mation, and creating common industry 

approaches to safety, programming and 

communications. 

　Collaboration between people and robots, 

machines and processes is increasingly 

important as production in many industries 

has shifted from larger lots with little varia-

tion to low volumes with a high 

mix. This means more variability 

and more human intervention. 

Collaborative automation allows 

people and robots each to contrib-

ute their unique strengths – people 

offer process knowledge, insight and 

improvisation for change, while 

robots offer tireless endurance for 

repetitive tasks. 

　The cooperation also represents 

collaboration across borders, 

with ABB as Europe’s largest robot 

supplier and Kawasaki, one of 

Asia’s industrial giants. 

　The �rst output from this cooperation 

was a collaborative dual arm robot demon-

stration at IREX, held in Tokyo, Japan from 

November 29 to December 2, 2017. 

ABB and Kawasaki Announce Collaborative Robot Automation Cooperation

Kawasaki Successfully Completes AUV Verification Test in UK

Kawasaki Rail Car, Inc. (KRC), Kawasaki’s U.S. 

subsidiary based in Yonkers, New York, 

received an order for 535 new-generation 

subway cars, known as the R211 series, from 

the Metropolitan Transportation Authority’s 

(MTA) New York City Transit (NYCT*) in Janu-

ary. The order is worth approximately 1.4 

billion dollars (158 billion Japanese yen).

　Kawasaki will manufacture the R211 

subway cars at its facilities in Lincoln, 

Nebraska (Kawasaki Motors Manufacturing 

Corp., USA), and Yonkers, New York. The 

state of the art Lincoln Nebraska facility, 

established in 2001, will manufacture the 

car body structure and install interior 

equipment, while �nal assembly and func-

tion testing will be performed at the Lincoln 

Facility and the Yonkers Facility, established 

in 1989, in Yonkers, New York. The cars are 

scheduled to be delivered to NYCT from 

2020 through 2023.

　In addition to the base order of 535 cars, 

the contract will include options for up to 

1,077 cars that NYCT may exercise, bringing 

the total number of the cars to 1,612, with a 

total contract value of approximately 3.7 

billion dollars (403 billion Japanese yen). In 

the event all options are exercised, the R211 

contract would be the largest rail contract 

ever awarded to Kawasaki, enabling Kawa-

saki to keep its US production line in opera-

tion up until the year 2025.

　Kawasaki has successfully delivered over 

2,200 cars to NYCT since receiving its initial 

order in 1982 for the R62 subway cars. The 

R211 subway cars are scheduled to replace 

the authority’s �eet of R46 cars and Staten 

Island Railway’s �eet.

　The R211 cars are being introduced as a 

part of NYCT’s efforts to modernize and 

improve reliability and service to NYCT’s 

customers. The cars will be equipped with 

LED lighting, digital displays and wider doors, 

enabling passengers to enter and exit the 

trains more smoothly, thus reducing the time 

trains sit at the station. Twenty (20) cars of 

the initial contract will feature an open gang-

way design, to allow passengers to move 

freely between cars to reduce crowding by 

expanding capacity and distributing passen-

ger loads more evenly throughout the train.

* NYCT is a public authority that operates public 
transportation in New York City, and is part of 
the Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA), 
which includes the Long Island Rail Road and 
Metro-North Commuter Railroad.

New York City Transit Awards Contract for New-Generation Subway Cars

Kawasaki started delivery of fuselage panels 

for the �rst 777X, Boeing’s cutting-edge 

wide-body passenger airplane, in February. 

Those fuselage panels will be shipped by sea 

to Boeing’s 777X assembly plant on the 

outskirts of Seattle in the USA.

　Kawasaki is responsible for manufacturing 

the forward and center fuselage panels, main 

landing gear wheel well, aft pressure bulk-

head, and cargo door sections in the 777X 

project. Final assembly of the forward and 

center fuselage panels delivered this time is 

conducted at the 777X assembly plant at 

Nagoya Works 1.

　The 777X assembly plant, which was com-

pleted in February 2017, further advances 

facility automation through the introduction 

of newly developed equipment utilizing the 

latest in image sensing technologies and con-

trol technologies developed with the techni-

cal synergy of the company as a whole. The 

new equipment includes Kawasaki-made 

robots capable of automatically detecting 

bore points and carrying out boring opera-

tions as well as auto riveters with an 

expanded operating range. Moreover, the 

assembly lines incorporate the Kawasaki Pro-

duction System* to achieve high-quality, 

high-ef�ciency production operations. Kawa-

saki is also actively promoting the improve-

ment of facility infrastructure, including ICT, 

IoT (Internet of Things), and other technolo-

gies, with the goal of transforming the assem-

bly plant into a smart factory.

Kawasaki Starts Delivery of Fuselage Panels for Boeing’s First 777X

Please follow us on social media https://www.facebook.com/global.kawasaki/　 https://www.linkedin.com/company/83150/　

Major equipment (robots):
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The Kawasaki Spirit 
that Extends Beyond 
National Borders: 
Manufacturing Advances in the U.S.




